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A Letter From The Captain

Marquette Sailors, Friends and Family,

2016-2017 was a tremendous year for team growth at Marquette Sailing. In a single year, we doubled the number of regattas sailed, brought together
25 Midwest teams by cohosting MCSA Midwinters in Milwaukee, and made
strategic equipment purchases, including a rib powerboat. We set our sights
on interconference regattas for the first time in six years, making the trip to
New Orleans for the Sugar Bowl at New Years and the highly competitive
Charleston Coed for spring break. Women’s sailing returned to Marquette for
the conference championship. Attention to detail on the water payed off during
our Midwest schedule and results naturally followed, with two top 5 finishes at
major Midwest events in the Fall, victory at the Davis Cup at Iowa, and a podium performance at Freshman Icebreaker this spring. Most significantly, we cap
off this year in Charleston, SC for the ICSA Coed Nationals, the dream for any
college sailor.
This year felt truly special from the beginning. I remember mentioning
to Mason last fall that the time for imagining was over and that this year we
would start doing. As mentioned above, we have seen significant success,
much of which is owed to the mature leaders we now have. I’d like to personally thank our graduating seniors and new Eboard for their commitment and
focus on improving their area of focus. It is awesome to see the sophomores
stepping up into leadership roles and I know they will carry on the traditions we
enjoy so much. The 2017 Eboard is the best on which I have served, and I am
thrilled to continue working with them to better this team and
expand our opportunities.
The most inspiring part of this year was the influx of
committed freshmen. This unique group is incredibly close friends and always amazes me with their
“skills” on, but mostly off the water. Their passion
energizes the team. Watch out because they will
do great things in the next few years.
This combination of travel, success, new faces, and seasoned leadership
has brought the team together in a way I
haven’t felt before this season, and I’d
like to thank families, alumnus, and administrators who helped, from providing
housing to sailors on regattas to contributing to our Nationals fund. I strongly
encourage everyone-sailor, parent, or
alumnus to get more involved with the
club. I can’t wait to see what future adventures await this team.
			
				-Ryan
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Ryan “Dad” Clulo ‘18

-Captain, Commodore
-Computer Engineering Major
-From Traverse City, Michigan
-Favorite MU Sailing memory?
Duking Mason into the water after
qualifying for Nationals!

Mason Chrabaszcz ‘ 18

-Regatta Coordinator,
Vice-Commodore
-Civil Engineering Major
-From Kenilworth, IL
-Favorite MU Sailing memory? When
Ryan discovered Cranberry Mustard
and fell in love.

Catherine Strietmann ‘18

-Treasurer
-Finance Major
-From Cincinatti, OH
-Favorite MU Sailing memory?
Taking our bank account from 0 to
15,000 real quick.

Michael Carpenter ‘19

- Public Relations Chair
-Advertising Major
-From Westmont, IL
-Favorite MU Sailing memory?
Turtling during a late October practice in nothing but a windbreaker
and shorts.

Learon “Garfield” McGinn ‘19
-Alumni, Fundraising Chair
-Exercise Physiology Major
-From Gurnee, IL
-Favorite MU Sailing memory?
Running into Lake Michigan after
qualifying for Nationals.

Owen Bradley ‘18

-Equiptment Chair
- Mechanical Engineering
Major
- From Delafield, WI
-Favorite MU Sailing memory?
Drunkingly playing on a swing set
my freshman year at Iowa.

Claire Heneghan ‘19

-Merchandise Chair
-Exercise Physiology Major
-From Palos Hills, IL
- Favorite MU Sailing memory?
This year’s Pere Marquette Regatta
because I got to sail w/ Learon
for the first time.

Olivia “Liv” Menzia ‘19

-Social Chair
-Advertising Major
-From Prospect Heights, IL
-Favorite MU Sailing memory? The
infamous potato fight at Owen’s house.
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REGATTA RECAP

This past season was by far the most jam packed
spring Marquette Sailing has ever experienced. We
have competed in 8 regattas this season, double the
amount we
typically sail
in the spring!
The season
began the
same place
it ended in
Charleston,
SC when we
were very
fortunate to
receive the 1 MCSA berth to go to Charleston Spring.
This was Marquette’s 2nd Inter-conference event in
6 years, following the Sugar Bowl Regatta in New
Orleans only a few months earlier. Here we got to
stretch out our winter legs and get back on the water
again competing against many of the best teams in
the country. Although we experienced some of the
coldest weather South Carolina has seen all year, it
was an excellent regatta with some great moments
including scoring a 2 in A Division (a tale Ryan will
surely tell his grandchildren about) and narrowly
beating the South Carolina Gamecocks by 1 point
overall right before they would go on their insane
NCAA run. We may have lost to them in B-ball, but
we won in the sport
that truly matters.
Back in the Midwest,
some of the other
teams got a little concerned when we sent
an all-freshman team
to Notre Dame for
Freshman Icebreaker
with no upperclassman
supervision. But the
baby eagles quickly
dismissed this concern
by killing it on the race course, ending the weekend
in 3rd overall and only 1 point out of 1st in perhaps

By: Mason Chrabaszcz

the tightest podium finish the MCSA has ever seen.
With a 4th in A fleet and a notable 1st place in B
fleet, hopefully we can expect some real potential for
the next 3 years of Marquette sailing.
Two more major achievements for the team came
when we sent the girls to MCSA Women’s Champs
in Ann Arbor and the guys to Three Division in
Madison on the same weekend. This marked the first
time (in known memory) that Marquette Sailing has
sent teams to 2 separate regattas on the same weekend, in addition to the creation of Marquette’s women’s team! These are two trends we definitely plan on
continuing in upcoming seasons.
And finally, the highlight of the season came when
we took 5th at the MCSA Coed Championship and
clinched a qualifying spot for Nationals!! The regatta came down to the wire as we ended day one tied
with Notre Dame for the last qualifying spot, and
after a few races on day two we were only ahead by
1 point going into the last race. With a little luck and
some skillful sailing, a bullet in the final race sent
ND home empty handed and secured Marquette’s
first trip to nationals since 2011!

Spring 2017 Schedule
March 11-12:
Charleston Spring @ Charleston
March 25-26:
Freshman Icebreaker @ Notre Dame
April 1-2:
NU Spring @ Northwestern
April 8-9:
Women’s Champs @ Michigan
Three Division @ Wisconsin
April 22-23:
Coed Champs @ Northwestern
April 29-30:
Team Race Champs @ Wisconsin
May 30-June 2:
ICSA Coed Nationals @ Charleston
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Hosting the
MCSA
Midwinters
Conference
2017
Among many accomplishments’ Marquette
Sailing has seen in
this spring 2017 season - it all started with our

successful bid to co-host the MCSA
Midwinter Conference with University
of Wisconsin – Milwaukee on January
28th, 2017. The majority of the MCSA
gathers together once a year in the middle of winter to plan the upcoming year
for Midwestern collegiate sailing. This
includes updating rules and regulations,
planning the regattas, and attending a
banquet to gather all and look forward
to the year to come. It was a great honor
that Marquette and UW – Milwaukee
had the chance to plan these events and
show the MCSA how Milwaukee does
it. On top of everything else, our 420’s
were turning 21 so we decided to have a
little shindig for our dinghies. Huge

thank you to UW – Milwaukee,
the MCSA, and everyone else that
helped along the way.
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New Boat W ho Dis?
In early December, Marquette Sailing

got an exciting announcement. Marquette

University Student Government had allotted
us funds for the purchase of a new power

boat! Our treasurer and equipment manag-

er, Catherine Strietmann and Owen Bradley,
had worked on the MUSG funding applica-

tion and thank god it was approved because
Marquette Sailing could not have made this

purchase without those funds! The new boat
was a necessity in the team because the cur-

rent fleet of motorized boats, Num Nutz and

Screamin’ Semen, were getting old and quite
frankly dangerous to use. Although we will

miss our old, puttering, propelled companions
–

it is great to have a mint condition
RIB in

our equity. This

boat has the potential to drastically improve
our practices, regattas, and a leisurely stroll
around Lake Michigan never hurt anyone.

Equipment Manager, Owen Bradley, deserves
great thanks for making this all possible. He
can attest to how difficult it was to find a

quality boat in our budget and time-frame.
The future is looking bright for us at MU
Sailing and it does not stop here.
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Two Cents
with
Catherine
Strietmann

This season has been an incredible one for
MUST in many ways, and one accomplishment that certainly stands out is the
team’s financial status. Recovering from
embezzlement from our previous treasurer
was no easy task, but the team’s financials
are currently in a spot that sets the team
up for great current and future success.
Being a double major in finance and accounting and previously serving as the team’s merchandise chair, I stepped up to
the role of treasurer when the team needed it most, and the result of good financial
practices has been unimaginable. I
met with accounting professors to
set up a simple accounting system
through Google Sheets (Google’s
version of a sharable Excel document).
This system is so user friendly that it can easily be
taught and passed down to a treasurer who many
not be a business student, which was the goal of
our new accounting system. The sheet includes a
simple way to track cash flows, approve spending
as an executive board, and budget, all while being
extremely transparent with the whole team and preventing
a future embezzlement scandal.
Some huge accomplishments regarding university funding have also been reached, with the university
providing partial funding for a new powerboat, dry suits, dollies, new trailer tires, and life jackets all
within the past year and a half. Donations have been rolling in and with 58 dues paying members this past
semester, MUST is in the green and setting a good foundation for
next semester’s goal: create a fundraising and financial
plan to purchase a new fleet of 420s.
All in all, the executive board has learned the importance of the role of the treasurer to contribute to the
overall success of MUST. Thank you to all our supporters and donors, as the team would not be where it is
today without your constant support and encouragement!
The executive board is read to make the next semester
COUNT!!! We’ve included some graphs on our finances last
semester from our semester financial update to the team (which
excludes our powerboat purchase).
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Nationals
By: Ryan Clulo

Marquette sailing ended this spring where we started: in Charleston, SC. A major goal for our racing
skippers this year was to qualify for the ICSA Spring Championships. We knew from the Fall Championship at

Hope in late November where we finished a slightly disappointing 7th that we would need to up our game against
the local competition. Hearing around that time that Chicago would no longer be hosting and that the event would
instead be hosted in Charleston, we were fortunate to apply for and receive the MCSA berth to Charleston’s major
coed interconference over our spring break. In addition to training at the venue, we committed to practicing with
our local training partners at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. By the time MCSA championships came
around, the team was ready and after being tied with Notre Dame for the last qualifying spot at the end of day 1,
sailed their best races through light air to earn the final MCSA berth in exciting fashion at Northwestern. After
splashing into freezing Lake Michigan to celebrate, the team knew they were in for an awesome experience.
The team left Sunday, May 28, taking its time and enjoying each other’s company with stops in Chicago, Lexington, and Ashville. We arrived Monday afternoon with a sweaty realization that the van Marquette had loaned
us had no air conditioning and the predicted low temp for the week was in the 80s. Undeterred, the team hit the
beach, checked into our awesome Airbnb, grocery shopped, and attended the competitors meeting downtown.
The Stewart Walker Sailing Center at the College of Charleston is incredibly beautiful floating in the harbor
wrapped in floating docks for the two fleets of FJs and Z420s.There are two factors to sailing in Charleston in
June. Always present is the strong tidal action in the Cooper River with currents ranging from 0 to 4 knots! The
second component is the sea breeze that fills from the SW in the early afternoon. Our sailors had to think on their
feet and react quickly to subtle changes and extremely complex combinations of these factors as well as manage
a large and highly competitive fleet. Marquette was in the eastern-semifinal and started the event in the FJs in
light winds, high temperatures, and sunny conditions. Our sailors quickly learned just how tight the starts and
beats could be with moments of strong performance that couldn’t be converted into single digit finishes. Spirits
however stayed high with the focus on learning boat handling in the front (crew work), picking lanes for good
straight line speed upwind after the condensed starts, evaluating and acting upon current and other venue effects,
and windward mark lay line management in larger fleets. We worked hard to split experience between our skippers and their crews and despite some postponement in the morning, we got 10 races off between the two divisions. Day 2 was similar with B division starting in the Z420s. We finished the regatta with new experiences and
friends, excited for the future but unfortunately not making the finals.
Since we weren’t in the finals, the regatta finished with plenty of relaxation
at the beach and poolside, exploring Mt. Pleasant, particularly the USS
Yorktown Museum, and an overnight in Louisville before returning home.
Nationals was an incredible experience all around. Our sailors will be
much stronger on the water in the fall with the experience of the intense
competition. We already are looking forward to returning next
spring. The team would like to thank all the alumna and parents
who gave generously to our nationals campaign. None of this
would have been possible without your support.
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You are invited to Marquette Sailing’s
ALUMNI REGATTA 2017

When? Saturday, September 16th @11am
Where? The Milwaukee Yacht Club
Sept 9-10:
How much? $15
Fall Fury @ Wisconsin
RSVP how and by when? E-mail learon.mcginn@
marquette.edu with the amount of people attending
Sept 16-17:
(spouses, kids, dogs hopefully) and if you are interAlumni Regatta @ Marquette (Sat
ested in sailing and attending the BBQ.
only)
What else? Regatta fee includes complimentary BBQ
Streufert TR @ Minnesota (TBD) at the Sailing House (951 N 15th St, Milwaukee, WI
53233). Kids are welcome!

Fall 2017 Regatta Schedule

Sept 23-24:

Timme Angsten @ Chicago YC
(TBD)
GLIOR @ CCYC (Tartan 10s)

Sept 30-Oct 1:
Pere Marquette @ Marquette

Oct 7-8:
Match Race Quals @ Sheboygan
YC

Oct 14-15:
Singlehanded Quals @ Hope/
GVSU

Oct 21-22:
Big Ten TR @ Michigan (TBD)

Nov 4-5:
Emma Biagioni @ Hope/GVSU

Nov 11-12:
Fall Champs @ Northwestern

Thank you so much to all of our generous donors
who helped us raise over $2000 for our Nationals
expenses and kick started our savings for a new fleet
of boats. We couldn’t do any of this without all your
help!

